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12th July 2018  

Dear officers, I am writing about my disability “schizophrenia “. Twenty years ago, I was bright 

and working hard on study. It was to learning new language and new culture, everything is new to 
me. One day, one of my class mate come to me trying to telling me one of lecturer interesting in 
me, I just laughed and didn’t believe it. Time being, I feel, my classes are being strange and 
talking about me and who is one of my lecturer. I feel very upset and I wish to everyone 
stop talking about me and  I called and I want ask about why people talking about me 
and  He said “Call the police and telling about it.” But how could I do this! I went to his 
house and I want to talking about it. But he trying to kiss me, I went out his house. I feel very 

upset and collapsing every trusty and belief. After several months, I wake up for work, and went 
out , I found one of my college students following me from my house and my work, it repeat about 
6month. I feel bad and annoying. At the end, suddenly I feel my brain exploded and start hearing 
voices. So my mother, put me in the mental hospital and I diagnosed “schizophrenia “. I lose job 
and I lost happiness. Everything is so cool to me everything is so unfair for me. Being unhappy 

and being hearing voice for 20years. I was so isolated from friends ,family, people and even 

society. So lonely and so un happy. My medicine went up 400mg, I feel drowsy and feel sleepy. 
Also I feel sleepless and stiffness. I am now, having high blood pressure and diabetes and 
osteoporosis. Now I am with housing and living in rd. It was one of mental hospitals 
nurse is taking me housing office.Because my mother expelled me from her house reason why I 
am mental. So living in share house for 2years. And I asked application form and thanksfully they 
put me priority housing application form, next three month, I get a house. I am in the housing 5 
years contract. However I need to get some help from my housing contract form but no one can 

help me. I am terrerfying for losing the contract and being homelessness. I praying and praying 
for the house but no one get me help from it. My goal is not to losing the house and stay home. If 
NDIS could help me, I will be greatful.  

Your sincere  




